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About This Game

Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus, the 3D turn-based strategy PC game adaptation of Games Workshop’s classic Titan Legions
tabletop game, puts you in control of the greatest weapons available to the Imperium of Man, the mighty Titans of the Adeptus

Titanicus!

Now available on Steam Early Access, Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus features a Skirmish mode and a Scenarios mode against an
AI opponent for single-player, as well as an online Multi-Player mode. Upon full release, the game will also offer an exciting

single-player campaign.

Control a force of Titans
In Dominus, choose to control a force of Titans from the loyalist Legions of Astorum (Warp Runners), Gryphonicus (War

Griffons), Crucius (Warmongers) or Osedax (The Cockatrices), or choose from the traitorous Chaos Legions of Mortis (Death
Heads), Vulcanum (Dark Fire), Damnosus (Lords of Ruin) and Fureans (Tiger Eyes).
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Futuristic warfare
Utilising the tabletop Titan Legions rules system as its foundation, Dominus features an easy-to-play yet deep strategic and
tactical experience via its streamlined command system, which sees you and your opponent giving activation orders to your

Titans, resulting in fast-paced battles. It successfully marries this strategic play with action sequences as the gargantuan Titans
exchange volleys of cannon shots, blistering laser blasts and other epic, super-powered weapons of the far off future!

Easy to play, challenging to master
While luck will play a part as you trade blows with your foe on the futuristic battlefields of the 41st Millennium, your path to
victory lies in your army list building and how you manoeuvre your units upon the battlefield. As a commander, you will have

access to the most classic, iconic Titan units from the Warhammer 40,000 universe: Warhounds, Reavers and the gigantic
Warlord, for both the Imperial and Chaos factions. Each of these Titans will have multiple variants available, featuring different

weapon configurations, thereby enabling your Titans to fulfil the battlefield role your strategy demands.

A living battlefield
Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus will feature a "living battlefield" that employs unit and battlefield animations to show players the

Warhammer 40,000 universe they know and love.

ABOUT MEMBRAINE

Membraine Studios is a small indie team based in Sydney, Australia. The team is Glenn Osmond-McLeod and Mark Sheppard -
both avid tabletop gamers and indie developers with more than 16 years game development experience between them. In recent

years, Membraine has focused on the turn-based strategy genre.

CURRENTLY PLAYABLE FOLLOWING THE FIRST MAJOR UPDATE

The current Early Access build of Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus features the following:

Our adaptation of the Titan Legions tabletop rules, streamlined for PC and featuring a direct damage model that
highlights the visceral nature of the Warhammer 40,000 universe!

The iconic Titans from the tabletop game—the Warlord, Reaver and Warhound and their weapon systems (and more
weapon systems on the way!)

NEW! The mighty Banelord Chaos Titan of Khorne has arrived!

Six battlefields, with three distinct environments (and more on the way!)

Close Combat! Engage your foe in deadly close assaults! Equip your Titans with Power Fists, sacrificing ranged attack
power for brutal hand-to-hand combat damage!

Stress (suppression), an additional layer of tactical concern

Cinematic Camera option (which can be turned on and off to your preference)

Destructible terrain features - watch buildings collapse as stray weapons fire obliterates their structural integrity

Four Loyalist Legios and four Chaos Legios to choose from

Several game modes with multiple victory conditions - there is more than one way to win

12 fixed-forces scenarios, which will change from time to time, to challenge your skills as Legate of a Maniple of Titans

Discover the strategic depth underlying the game, with points-based army list building in Skirmish and Multi-Player via
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the Detachment Builder

THE ROAD AHEAD

We have now released the first Major Update and commenced work on the second Major Update for Adeptus Titanicus:
Dominus, which focuses primarily on the addition of a single-player campaign mode.

In parallel, we intend to release a series of minor updates to the game, which will typically bring in new Titan weapon systems,
new battlefields and/or environment art assets—and of course bug-fixes!

FOLLOW US

We invite you to join the conversation in our Steam Discussion forums, where we will answer your questions and share news
about the next exciting steps of our Early Access journey!
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Title: Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus
Genre: Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Membraine Studios
Publisher:
Membraine Studios
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 31 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 850 (or equivalent)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I recommend this game. Even at $10 full price it's worth it. Even in its current stage I find it enjoyable and easy to return to
even with only so much of the game available. I'm going to note the things that come to mind first and foremost after a couple
of matches played.

Currently (as of 5/31) the game is for the most part playable. There's some minor issues here or there but generally the game
runs well and the core of the game can be enjoyed (simple 1v1 skirmishes). The biggest gripe I have with the game is just
simple quality of life issues ranging from UI that could be improved to having the option to speed up turn times and animations
(currently the titans walk at their standard speed, which for long distances for the larger titans can be annoying; additionally with
every turn notification text there is a few seconds pause to read the text, which makes the match feel drawn out). Otherwise, I'm
excited to see how the game will progress through early access and as a finished title. I'm hoping they can expand heavily on this
title down the road through DLC.

The audio is interesting. Sound effects are pretty loud even after turning down the sound effects and master volumes,
particularly for building demolitions. The music is enjoyable mostly but at the same time one or two tracks feel somewhat out of
place for the setting (i.e. grim dark future). Voice lines are repetitive however and get old very quickly.

The graphics are well made. The lack of graphics options, aside from an interesting anisotropic filtering slider (as in, for odd
values that aren't "bilinear/trilinear/8x/16x/etc."), is upsetting and hopefully this can be fixed in the future. Running the game on
a 1080ti on a 165 Hz monitor, the game hardly goes astray from 50-60 FPS but also uses about 60% of the 1080ti on average.
[ EDIT ]: fixed NVIDIA control panel settings, game runs very smoothly at around 70-90 FPS with same usage.

Overall, I would recommend this, especially at any sale price as it's currently listed full price $10.. Great game ! Many bugs,
mostly online. Cant wait for final version !. I wish I could play this game, however, it keeps crashing before I can even get past
the menus. I requested a refund.. How do I get refunded?. It is a fairly simplistic yet well execute TB strategy with 40K Titans.
Well worth the asking price even now and I am sure the devs will keep improving the game.. Has a lot of potential! Right now
skirmish modes are pretty fun, but can be a little repetitive. Excited to see the campaign come out. It's warhammer 40k Titans
and Knights, The Empire of man versus Chaos. It's brilliantly done and it follows 40k lore. Graphics are nice and gameplay is
turn based. The perfect ingredients for a winner which this is, can't wait to see the new features added. The devs are receptive to
suggestions to. Recommended.. Great game of titan on titan action. Wonderful game!!! I really enjoy this ! It will be better if
you guys can add a war mist mode !!
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Right now having played through a bunch of skirmishes with both Imperium and Chaos forces I can say this is a very limited
game with much work to be done upon it.

Now, I am not saying I didn't thoroughly enjoy this game, because as a long time fan of Warhammer 40k and owner of several
armies over the last 20+ years, Titans have always been my top most favorite thing in this dark universe, and to see them
stomping around animated is sweet! The models are beautiful, the scale is really good and the sound effects are pretty good too.

However, some constructive criticism I have is:

*The Weapon firing and impact effects could be a lot better, it's too idk, cartoony and lame. Make it more gritty and realistic,
the Volcano cannons imo should be a more solid beam of energy that leaves after effects on your eyes, the Vulcan Mega-bolter
should be a sustained rain of shells not little pop pop pop single shots. The Turbo lasers were about right but change the sound
effects from gun fire to more of a laser blaster sound, something electrically whinny and pow pow pow.

*While moving and shooting stop every shot hitting the ground, that's silly. Miss the target by all means but they wouldnt walk
shooting the ground unless they are wiping out swaths of troops on the ground. Esp when their target is the same height or
higher than them, have them aim properly.

*Add more battle chatter and princeps talking. Add warhorns and give the titan more vocabulary.

Somethings I'd love to see added.

*More weaponry options like: Chain Fist, Melta Cannon, Gattling Blaster, Conversion Beamer etc.
*More Titans, The Imperator Class for example. Different patturns too like Lucius Pattern Titans.
*More Races! The Tyranids have bio titans, the Eldar have Titans, the Orks have Gargants and even the Tau have battlesuits you
can class as titans, Plus this gives you license to create some new never before seen types.
*More mission variety, not just capture points and kill all Titans, have take and hold objectives, Assassination objectives, fire
support missions etc
*More stuff going on, add more units other than titans, whether NPC or directly controllable add infantry and tanks and aircraft
maybe, with stuff that can shoot at the titans too and be minor threats, such as heavy tanks able to knock shields down, super
heavy tanks like the shadow sword able to kill a titan with it's volcano cannon etc...
*More destroyable terrain, make more buildings and more urban areas to fight in where you HAVE to charge or shoot through
wrecked buildings to make a path to navigate the map etc.

Over all 7/10 I like it a lot but it feels like its got a LONG way to go to be a truly epic game. Please keep working on it! you
have such a great platform and concept here! very impressive so far.
. Excellent Game!!!
I can't wait for new Titans and Knights. Wish ground troops have some value instead of decorations. Could use more map
variety and weather options.
Also please for the love of the Omnissiah release the Soundtrack on steam for sale. I'll buy it twice its so good.. Developers
probably have a lot to add to the game as it's in development, but gameplay and tactics are dull, clunky and boring. Play
Battletech, it's everything this isn't but could only hope to be.. If you are comfortable supporting a game that is still very much in
devlopment and very bare bones at the moment, you like giant mecha, and love Warhammer 40k then I suggest picking this up,
on sale.

This game is very rough still and needs a ton more polish.

In order to get a multiplayer game going I would suggest joining the discord servere that is link on the disccsions and in the
guides section run by Vibrid.

Here's hopping for the best!. I should probably start this review with the caveat that it is all in Early Access so any criticisms can
be negated assuming the developers do their job properly.

Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus is a video game iteration of the board game that came out a while ago and is being brought back in
August by Games Workshop. You might be thinking that this works as a nice way to learn the game before it comes out, should
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you be inclined to buy the board game. I had the same idea and although it does give a nice overview of the game, the board
game will feature tiny Imperial Knights as well that, at time of writing, are not in the game. Therefore, not a complete primer
for the board game but good nonetheless.

Combat is turn-based and everything feels very authentic to the original concept including the interchangeable houses in the
army builder. I'm still holding out for a Legio Mortis skin set to come but that would requre a Horus Heresy pack which is not
entirely unlikely. The titular titans all move slowly and feel like they are colossal war machines of the books and tabletop game,
although this may be because the framerate dips when you try to move the camera at the same time. All the titans are nicely
rendered from their tabletop counterparts and there are even tiny Astartes warriors that appear throughout the battle in drop
pods that I thought was a nice touch.

The tutorial does need a little work. It suffers from trying to cram a lot of information into a small box, kind of like what I'm
doing here. If it could be tweaked perhaps making it so you can click along with the tutorials as opposed to having to read them
all and then do what they told you to might work a bit better. Not that it's a particularly hard game to get your head around, right
click to move your titans around the battlefield, left click on an enemy to shoot. The game operates on what they are calling
Time in Combat or something like that where you have to weigh up whether you can afford to move and shoot in one turn as
moving and shooting all take place in the same 10 second window but when you move, you don't shoot as much and have a
greater chance of missing. All the titans are quite nicely voiced and they scream their devotion to the Emperor as they go
charging off into battle which is a nice touch although a little more variation would be nice.

The menus could do with tweaking as a lot of the text seems very low resolution compared to the rest of the game but I imagine
that will be fixed at some point.

Overall, I think this could turn out to be a good game and is fun to play at the moment although perhaps a little lacking in
content but for the price, you can't expect hundreds upon hundreds of hours. Well worth it it you just want to dip in and out of
the game for short bursts.. My first opinions on this game... decent. it's most definitly an early access game, there's alot of work
to be done; the sound design has somthing to be desired, the lack of a custom painter the like of the DAW, the scale does't feel
right... and several other things. but despite all that this game has potential. alot of it. the framework that they have got here is
interesting and for me at least this is one that i'm going to be keeping an eye on as it develops. if nothing else at the minute it's
£5 so you may as well pick it up and see how it is.. this game is very bad games cashing in on GW IP it will never amount to
enything worth £4 or above it dosnt work you cant see your tagets getting shot, crashed 8/9 start ups 9th crash in game
,animation clunky doubt it'll be improved very VERY basic idea shoot and move game, buy models it be more fun least you see
them, price rise scare tactics is rarther low but effective sales pitch this game unlikely to ever get out of beta and will proberly
fold (NEVER READ THE POSITIVE REVIEWS ITS PROPERGANDER- ALPARIOUS OMEGON). I've played with it for a
little, and I have to say, this is a great game! And one of the few in which you can play, or even uses the Titans.
It is very fun to play, the A.I. seems to be adequate, or at least seems to be both punishing, and acceptable. Maybe I lucked out
and I got a win, or I lost because I'm still a beginner. But I like it so far.

The soundtrack is really, REALLY good. It is pretty barebones right now, but what they currently have is quite great! So, if you
are a Warhammer fan, buy it!

Skulls for the Skull Throne 3 - Banelord!:
Games Workshop's Skulls for the Skull Throne 3 sale is now on, and to celebrate this great festival of Warhammer gaming, we
have made the mighty Banelord Chaos Titan of Khorne available to Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus Chaos players!

The Banelord is a possessed Warlord-class Battle Titan armed with the terrifying Hellstrike Cannon and the Doom Fist for epic
close-quarters destruction.

The Banelord is now available for selection by all Chaos players in both single- and multi-player games.

BLOOD FOR THE BLOOD GOD!! SKULLS FOR THE SKULL THRONE!!
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. Happy
Halloween!:
Celebrate Halloween this week with a 20% discount on Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus!

If you were wondering what's Halloween-y about Titans, let me ask you this: what is it about a 100 feet tall walking battleship
blistering with heavy weaponry THAT IS NOT UTTERLY TERRIFYING!!??

If you answered "Nothing—Titans are indeed absolutely terrifying", you are correct. :)

Happy Halloween!
— Mark & Glenn. Update makes Dominus' AI a tougher opponent:
This fortnight's update brings further AI tweaks aimed at improving the challenge it presents to veteran players. There's a lot
more work needed on the AI front, but we're happy it's on the right track.

The AI now better prioritises potential targets based on line of sight and proximity. It also makes better, smarter use of
Overwatch. From our testing, it uses Overwatch about as frequently as we do, so that's feeling about right.
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Thanks to all of you for your feedback, questions and words of encouragement in our Steam Discussion forums as Glenn and I
continue the journey of bringing Adeptus Titanicus to your PCs. It's all extremely helpful and very much appreciated.

That's all for now. See you around the Steam Discussion forums!
  —Mark & Glenn. Updated! New Warlord Battle Titan variant!:
We have added a new Warlord variant today. This new Warlord variant is packing a Sunfury Plasma Cannon and a Volcano
Cannon, supported by twin caracace-mounter Laser Blasters, making it a VERY serious beast on the battlefield.. Adeptus
Titanicus: Dominus shooting model and other behind-the-scenes changes:
Hi everyone! It's Mark here with news about a significant change Glenn and I have made to how shooting works in Adeptus
Titanicus: Dominus.

Changes to how shooting works. Price rise incoming!:
As per our Early Access pricing statement (available on our Steam store page, if you haven't seen it), the price at Early Access
launch was commensurate with the amount of content available in the game at that time—which was the first three Titan
variants, a Single-player Skirmish mode, Multi-player and three battlefields. Since then, we've added many new Titan variants
and a Single-player Scenarios mode, and the first Major Update is about to add new Close Combat mechanics and weapons, the
new Stress mechanics and a complete overhaul of the game's damage model, not to mention the revitalised visuals.

Further to this and in-line with our stated pricing policy, we've today announced that we will be raising the price upon release of
the first Major Update from USD9.99 to USD14.99.

We feel that this approach of raising the price upon release of Major Updates will appropriately reward those gamers who have
joined us on our Early Access journey—and we are particularly happy that it rewards those of you who joined us from the very
beginning.. New bug-fix update now available:
A snall update has just been released for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus that focusses on fixing some key bugs and other issues
affecting enjoyment of the game.

The biggest changes are an adjustment to how soon Close Combat is detected, an adjustment to how targets on the periphery of
maximum range are treated, and lighting changes across all maps to accommodate the shift from Forward Rendering (which was
causes crashes for some players) back to Deferred Rendering

The change to Close Combat detection should make it easier to initiate Close Combat. This is likely to be just the first such
adjustment to the Close Combat mechanics, with more changes needed as player feedback is received, but we think this change
will markedly improve the Close Combat experience.

The change to shooting should alleviate the situation where your Titans would occasionally fail to shoot at targets when tthey
were on the periphery of your maximum range. Now, targets right on maximum range should suffer at least one volley of your
righteous fire. The Emperor protects*.

*Unless you're playing as Chaos, of course. In which case...not so much.

New mode added to Multi-Player. First Major Update for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus is now available!:
Hi everyone! Glenn and I have just released the first Major Update for Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus!

Close Combat. Skulls for the Skull Throne 2 - A festival of Warhammer:
Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus proudly celebrates its Early Access launch within the festival of Warhammer gaming that is Skulls
for the Skull Throne 2! Be sure to also check out all the great content and discounts for your favourite Warhammer games!. 
Update - new Warhound variant and new weapon system added!:
Adeptus Titanicus: Dominus has just received its latest Titan variant—a Warhound that combines an Inferno Cannon for short-
range work with the new Turbo Laser Destructor weapon system! This new Warhound variant is available for deployment right
now in your single- and multi-player games.
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We have also implemented several bug-fixes that were messing with player chi. See the full update notes below for details.

MEET THE TURBO LASER DESTRUCTOR
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